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Teacher Instructions

Thank you for downloading the Matching Countries and Flags Worksheets. Your children can match the outline and/or flag of each country to its name.

The sheets are organized in groups of five which align with how our Countries of the World Sorting Mats are organized.

Answer keys are provided.

You May Also Enjoy:

Countries of the World Sorting Mats
North America

Countries of the World Sorting Mats
South America

Countries of the World Sorting Mats
Europe

Countries of the World Sorting Mats
Asia
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Matching Countries & Flags
North America

Match the country name to its map and flag!

Cuba

United States

Guatemala

Mexico

Canada
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North America

Match the country name to its map and flag!

Honduras

El Salvador

Haiti

Nicaragua

Dominican Republic
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South America

Match the country name to its map and flag!

Venezuela

Argentina

Brazil

Peru

Colombia
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South America

Match the country name to its map and flag!

Ecuador

Uruguay

Paraguay

Chile

Bolivia
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Match the country name to its map and flag!

- Russia
- Italy
- Germany
- United Kingdom
- France
Match the country name to its map and flag!

Spain

Romania

Poland

Kazakhstan

Ukraine
Match the country name to its map and flag!

Belgium

Czech Republic

Netherlands

Sweden

Greece
Match the country name to its map and flag!

- **China**
- **Pakistan**
- **India**
- **Bangladesh**
- **Indonesia**
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Asia

Match the country name to its map and flag!

- **Iran**
- **Philippines**
- **Japan**
- **Turkey**
- **Vietnam**
Match the country name to its map and flag!

Thailand

South Korea

Iraq

Myanmar

Afghanistan
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Africa

Match the country name to its map and flag!

Nigeria

Egypt

South Africa

Ethiopia

DR Congo
Match the country name to its map and flag!

- **Sudan**
- **Algeria**
- **Morocco**
- **Tanzania**
- **Kenya**
Match the country name to its map and flag!

Mozambique

Angola

Ivory Coast

Uganda

Ghana
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North America

Match the country name to its map and flag!

Cuba
United States
Guatemala
Mexico
Canada
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North America

Match the country name to its map and flag!

- Honduras
- El Salvador
- Haiti
- Nicaragua
- Dominican Republic
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South America

Match the country name to its map and flag!

- Venezuela
- Argentina
- Brazil
- Peru
- Colombia
Match the country name to its map and flag!

- Ecuador
- Uruguay
- Paraguay
- Chile
- Bolivia
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Europe

Match the country name to its map and flag!

Russia
Italy
Germany
United Kingdom
France
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Europe

Match the country name to its map and flag!

Spain

Romania

Poland

Kazakhstan

Ukraine
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Match the country name to its map and flag!

Belgium

Czech Republic

Netherlands

Sweden

Greece
Match the country name to its map and flag!

- China
- Pakistan
- India
- Bangladesh
- Indonesia
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Match the country name to its map and flag!

- Iran
- Philippines
- Japan
- Turkey
- Vietnam
Match the country name to its map and flag!

- Thailand
- South Korea
- Iraq
- Myanmar
- Afghanistan
Match the country name to its map and flag!

- Sudan
- Algeria
- Morocco
- Tanzania
- Kenya
Match the country name to its map and flag!

- Mozambique
- Angola
- Ivory Coast
- Uganda
- Ghana
Match the country name to its map and flag!

Nigeria

Egypt

South Africa

Ethiopia

DR Congo
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Thank you, Randi Smith